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Hey everyone! My name is Alexis and I am the Editor-in-Chief for SimsVIP.com! I am a long-time simmer and community member, and am one of the writers for The Sims 4 Tiny Living Stuff Pack Guide.

If you’re reading my author bio, that means you’re checking out the PDF version of our guide! I hope this guide helps you with maximizing your tiny living space and thank you for your continued support!

DESIGN

INES

My name is Ines and I love spending my days playing the Sims. I am a legacy player and hopeless builder but I occasionally try it anyway. I had so much fun designing this guide for you. Hope you enjoy and find it helpful with your gameplay!

AUTHOR

PAUL BENTLEY

Paul is a writer and gamer from New Jersey, although he spends a lot of his time in Salvadorada in The Sims. He is an outgoing person with an aspiration to learn as much as he can. Let’s just hope that his curiosity of Cowplants doesn’t get in the way of his goals!
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Think big, build small. Get The Sims 4 Tiny Living Stuff Pack to create the tiny, comfy home of your Sims’ dreams, with a never-before-created residential lot type for tiny homes and stylish, space-saving furniture. Embrace comfort culture with CAS items that highlight your Sims’ cozy lifestyle, like comfy PJ's and oversized cashmere sweaters.
CREATE-A-SIM ADDITIONS

CREATE-A-SIM FASHIONS

- **Female Adult/Teen/Elder** - 4 Hairstyles, 4 Tops, 2 Bottoms, 2 Outfits, 3 Accessories
- **Female Child** - 2 Hairstyles
- **Female Toddler** - 4 Hairstyles
- **Male Adult/Teen/Elder** - 2 Hairstyles, 6 Tops, 2 Bottoms, 1 Outfit, 1 Accessory
- **Male Child** - 2 Hairstyles
- **Male Toddler** - 2 Hairstyles

HAIRSTYLES

- Female Adult/Teen/Elder
- Female Child
- Female Toddler
- Male Adult/Teen/Elder
- Male Child
- Male Toddler
CREATE-A-SIM ADDITIONS

NEW GAME ADDITIONS

NEW GAMEPLAY

BUILD/BUY
CREATE-A-SIM ADDITIONS

CLOTHING

- Clothing images
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The Sims 4 Tiny Living introduces a new residential lot type called “Tiny Home Residential”. The focus of this new lot type is to bring some challenge to building in The Sims 4, giving players three new home tiers to build: Small, Tiny, and Micro.

While each tier has maximum tile restrictions, they all require at least 4 tiles minimum. The smallest tier allows for up to 32 tiles and the largest tier allows for up to 100 tiles on the lot. Foundations, Basements, and Decks all count towards the Total Tile Count.

The following Requirements are in place for each tier:

- **Micro Home (Tier #1) Requirements** - At least 4 tiles minimum, 32 tiles max.
- **Tiny Home (Tier #2) Requirements** - At least 4 tiles minimum, 64 tiles max.
- **Small Home (Tier #3) Requirements** - At least 4 tiles minimum, 100 tiles max.

The game will not prevent you from placing tiles in excess of the maximum, but the added benefits and rewards that come with using a Tiny Home Residential Lot will not activate unless and until you come within the tile limit count.
**Venue Lot Rewards**

The Sims 4 Tiny Living Stuff rewards special lot traits for players who build within the tile counts available for each Tiny Home Residential tier. The smaller the lot, the more rewards. There are 6 venue rewards available, with each providing unique benefits to Sims who live in the home. The following Venue Lot Rewards are available:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Lighten The Load" /></td>
<td>Lighten The Load</td>
<td>Using less space means using less energy which means lower bills!</td>
<td>Small, Tiny, and Micro Homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Feelin’ Fine All The Time" /></td>
<td>Feelin’ Fine All The Time</td>
<td>Happy, Inspired, and Focused buffs last twice as long.</td>
<td>Small, Tiny, and Micro Homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="You Got The Touch" /></td>
<td>You Got The Touch</td>
<td>Skills increase at double the standard rate.</td>
<td>Tiny and Micro Homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Cozy Comforts" /></td>
<td>Cozy Comforts</td>
<td>Relax! Everything is twice as comfortable as it is generally.</td>
<td>Tiny and Micro Homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Let’s All Get Along" /></td>
<td>Let’s All Get Along</td>
<td>All Relationship gains are doubled.</td>
<td>Micro Home Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Let It Grow" /></td>
<td>Let It Grow</td>
<td>Plants grow twice as fast as normal.</td>
<td>Micro Home Only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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New Lots

Pre-Built Lots

The Sims 4 Tiny Living adds one new Pre-Built Lot that you can add into any world. This lot can be found by selecting the “My Library” option in The Sims 4 Gallery.

- Tiny Home Starter (Residential, 30×20, $15,691) - This beautiful modern style tiny home is 90% completed and is perfect for those who want to get into living tiny, very fast! Move in Ready!
**NEW GAMEPLAY**

**MURPHY BED**

To accommodate a tiny lifestyle, the Murphy Bed can be used to make the most of your limited space. Unlike a normal bed, Sims can use a remote control to open and close the Murphy Bed, allowing for more floor space when closed.

Available in Build Mode are different versions of the Murphy Bed that provide for different aesthetic and function. The following variations are available:

- The ‘Now You See It, Now You Don’t’ Murphy Bed ($2,100) is just a simple Murphy Bed.
- The ‘Now You See It, Now You Don’t’ Murphy Bed Loveseat Combo ($2,100) turns into a Couch when the Bed is put up in vertical position.
- The Schmooze and Snooze ($2,400) is a Murphy Bed that also turns into a Couch when the bed is put up in vertical position. It also includes a functional Bookshelf at the end.
- The Snore and Store ($2,700) is a simple Murphy Bed with a Bookshelf on either side.
The Murphy Bed functions the same as a regular Bed when it is put down horizontally, which allows Sims to sit, sleep, and nap on it. However, there are a few quirks to it. For instance, a Sim can receive an Inspired +1 “One With the Remote” moodlet simply for successfully putting a Murphy Bed up.

But there are some dangers when it comes to using a Murphy Bed. They can break randomly, causing them to smoke and spark. If a Sim is sleeping in a broken Murphy Bed, they can find themselves swallowed by the bed due to sudden and unexpected closure. After such a traumatic event, the Sim will receive an Uncomfortable +2 “Swallowed by Bed” moodlet, which will temporarily make them not trust beds. With this moodlet they will not be able to sleep in a Bed because they need time to “reflect and heal.”

Sims can also be crushed by the Murphy Bed while attempting to put the Bed down to the floor. Even if the Bed is not broken, it can get stuck while the Sim is trying to put it down. When this happens they will try to manually pull it down themselves, which causes them to be smacked against the floor. As a result, they receive the Uncomfortable +2 “Stuck Under Murphy Bed” moodlet.
Murphy Bed Gameplay

Luckily, Murphy Beds can be upgraded to prevent further bed-related injuries. Just like with other beds, the Murphy Bed can be upgraded to include Massage Controls and improve the Mattress Firmness. However, there are two other upgrades exclusive to Murphy Beds.

A Sim with level 3 Handiness and 4 Common Upgrade Parts can upgrade the Murphy Bed to be “Spring Loaded”, which will reduce how often the bed breaks. At level 8 handiness, Sims can use 3 Common Upgrade Parts and 3 Electronic Upgrade Parts to add “Reinforced Spring Wiring”, which will make the Murphy Bed unbreakable.
New Death

Death by Murphy Bed

The Sims 4 Tiny Living has added a new way to die in the game: Death by Murphy Bed. This death is inflicted upon Sims who get crushed under the Murphy Bed when trying to put it down. Repeated impact by the bed results in Sims dying from their injuries.

The Ghosts of Sims who died by Murphy Bed will emit faint “Z’s” from their body, which is the same symbol emitted when Sims are sleeping.
Being that these Ghosts died from the very object that is supposed to provide a good night’s sleep, Ghosts who died by Murphy Bed have a special interaction available called “Possess For Energy”. Using this on the target Sim will drain the victim Sim of all of their energy, causing them to pass out. This energy will be absorbed by the Ghost.

Murphy Bed Ghosts can also “Wake Up and Warn!” a Sim that is sleeping in a broken Murphy Bed in an attempt to protect them from possibly being swallowed by it.
INTERACTIVE OBJECTS

The Sims 4 Tiny Living adds some new interactive objects. These objects allow for new game play not previously available in game. Details on these objects below.

ENTERTAINMENT COMBO

The Sims 4 Tiny Living introduces new interactive entertainment objects to the game to save space in a tiny home. The TV/Stereo/Bookshelf combo objects allow for maximum space saving without compromising entertainment. Sims will be able to watch TV, listen to the Stereo, and purchase/read Books with these objects.
The Sims 4 Tiny Living Stuff includes 39 buy and build mode items. This includes objects, build items, styled rooms, and every other item that was included with the game.

**Buy/Build Mode Objects**

**Space-Saving Single**
**$500**
Embrace back strains and your limbs hanging off on all sides of the mattress with this affordable space saving single bed for one, because it’s not like you have anyone to share it with, anyway.

Energy: 4  
Stress Relief: 1  
Discomfort Relief: 1

**The Schmooze and Snooze**
**$2,400**
Bring home the ultimate space saving Murphy Bed kit on the market with The Schmooze and Snooze. Transform your cozy bedroom into a relaxing lounge in only a matter of minutes. Combining the best-selling “Now You See It, Now You Don’t” Murphy Bed and Loveseat Combo and “Pouf! Tower Bookcase”, the Schmooze and Snooze is the bargain you’ve been waiting for!

**The Snore and Store**
**$2,700**
There’s nothing better than cuddling up with a good book in your cozy bed after a long day’s work. Complete with a marvelous Murphy bed sandwiched between two spacious bookshelves, The Snore and Store is perfect for any novel-loving napper.

**Lovely Dining Chair**
**$100**
Love the Lovely Dining Chair. While this matches the Lovely set of furniture, this chair has its own personality to style a room by itself. Use it as a dining chair or a chair for your guests, or for yourself to just sit and relax. So plush and sophisticated that it can be seen as a piece of art.

Comfort: 1

**Not Quite Orbital Sitting**
**$100**
Complements the Orbital High Dining table perfectly. This chair offers not only timeless appeal and sophistication, but also comfort and stability. Designed with generous seating for long meals or for relaxing in an easy, effortless way.

Comfort: 2

**Lovely Loveseat**
**$400**
Do you love seats? Then you will love the seat on this loveseat. We just hope that you love this loveseat as much as this loveseat loves you - so please take a seat, love.

Comfort: 1

**Modern Pouffe**
**$150**
In a pouffe of magic this lovely and elegant footstool appears!

**Tiny Console... For Tiny Living**
**$55**
Sometimes we have to live small, and that is all about compromises. But compromises don’t have to be too stylish. With the Tiny Console every piece and every accent makes a difference. Added drawer for those important items that we don’t want our visitors to see in surprise visits, and its added bottom shelf allows for easy storage. Pairs nicely with the Tiny Desk... For Tiny Living. Each sold separately!

**Not A Table’s End**
**$150**
Mastertfully blending elements of wood and color, the result is a fantastic versatile piece for your space. It could be a side table, bedside table, or try it in a corner for a functional focal point or where you need a little surface space or small storage.
## BASIC INFO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sir Cumference Coffee Table</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'It Should Be There' Open Shelf</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sinkz Bathroom Vanity</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Grooving Up!' Vertical Mini Garden</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miracle Mirror</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'No Item Left Behind' Tiered Shelf</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMO - The Modern Desk Lamp</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiny Desk... For Tiny Living</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital High Dining</td>
<td>$285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compact Lavatory by Whemographic Industries</td>
<td>$400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple and Clean Art</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contemporary Carpet</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Kinda Zen - Not Just A Deco Tray</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'All Included!' Lamp With Storage</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## NEW GAME ADDITIONS

### Build & Buy Mode Items

- **Sir Cumference Coffee Table**
  - No table is complete without coffee and no coffee is complete without a table. Since coffee is unable to float...unless?

- **'It Should Be There' Open Shelf**
  - A new classic in modern decorating! This open tiered shelf is perfect for any kitchen that would benefit from a bit of extra storage space. Store your regular use items in this easy to reach shelving system that will save you the agony of spending hours looking for that teapot in every cabinet.

- **The Sinkz Bathroom Vanity**
  - Beautiful space-saving piece for any bathroom enthusiast! The Sinkz is an all in one piece unit that includes an integrated sink prepared for a single-hole faucet. No complicated assembly required...but we would hire a professional, just in case. Its open storage allows for easy access of your toiletries or any essential in your life.

- **'Grooving Up!' Vertical Mini Garden**
  - Bring some life to your space with a stunning vertical mini garden. This planter mounts securely to the wall and offers a unique space-saving way to have some green in your life. Comes with the perfect plants that are easy to take care of. Its ingenious irrigation system will measure precisely how much water each pot needs. Just add water from the top!

- **Miracle Mirror**
  - Everyone needs some time to reflect, so here is your opportunity to do so! With the Miracle Mirror, you will never look at yourself in the same way ever again!

  - +Charisma Skill

- **'No Item Left Behind' Tiered Shelf**
  - The perfect solution for small spaces. Store your bath essentials, and even hang your favorite towel! This two-foot open design allows for organization optimization as you can actually see what you store in this shelf...at all times!

  - Comes with template for easy assembly, somewhat pre-assembled, and no tools required...that we know of.

- **SIMO - The Modern Desk Lamp**
  - The desk lamp stopped being just a desk lamp. The SIMO offers a sleek design and seamless functionality to create an elegant, versatile space. Comes in a variety of colors, lightweight, and extremely portable.

  - Comes with an On/Off switch for your convenience.

- **Tiny Desk... For Tiny Living**
  - Clever, but most importantly, compact! Because who needs a desk space? Not you!

  - Designed with small spaces and tiny living in mind, this desk will fit nicely with an eclectic mix of styles. It may look small, but it will hold all your wares out of sight in its tiny little cut-out drawers, unless of course you decide to leave all your pens everywhere...You do you, we don't judge!

- **Orbital High Dining**
  - Retro inspired, but never will look outdated. The glass top allows the table to be admired from every possible view. Very nice for small dining rooms, spacious enough for four Sims to enjoy a meal and deep conversations.

- **Compact Lavatory by Whemographic Industries**

  - Tiny bathroom? Not anymore! The great minds at Whemographic Industries have managed to fit the space of a small powder room into the compact and water-efficient design that you don't need to sacrifice your style to. This product's flushing system provides a smooth flush action, a big plus for those times when you don't want anybody to know where you are.

  - Weight: 50
  - Countertop: 6

- **Simple and Clean Art**
  - Do you enjoy deep and complex pieces of art that challenge the form and stimulate the senses? Well, you won't find that here—oh hey, it still looks pretty!

  - Environment: 1

- **Contemporary Carpet**
  - Has life pulled the rug out from underneath you? That's okay, because that old rag was starting to look a little ratty, anyways. You owe it to yourself to buy a new one! With a simplistic, but sleek diamond design, the Contemporary Carpet will modernize even the most outdated of living rooms!

- **My Kinda Zen - Not Just A Deco Tray**
  - Beautifully crafted table tray for all your favorite items, including your ongoing reading novels, or a snack here and there. This table tray comes pre-styled (extremely conveniently) and includes a set of candles for creating the perfect ambiance. Even though this tray is not food safe, it is perfect for showing off decorative items, and at the same time create a space for slowing down and relaxing.

- **'All Included!' Lamp With Storage**
  - Definitely not your standard floor lamp! This functional design is ideal for maximizing floor space while eliminating the need for a side table and a table lamp, or having just a boring floor lamp. Why not both storage and a lamp? Right? Its storage space is perfect for catching all figurines and clutter, or carefully planned accents. You can now have it all! Less to haul, more to love!
BUILD & BUY MODE ITEMS

**Don Tripp Light Fixture**
$150
When you don’t want to go full glam with a chandelier, but you want a nice pendant light fixture to add verticality to your space. Look no further than the Don Tripp! It is perfect for illuminating an entryway to grab glances as it greets guests, but can also be used to update a more casual ensemble.

Note: Bulbs included!

**Don Tripp Light Fixture - Slightly Longer**
$150
A slightly longer version of our critically acclaimed Don Tripp! These are perfect for lots with a little extra vertical space!

Note: Bulbs are still included. If you need an even longer version, try our Don Tripp - Definitely Longer!

**Media Marathoner All-on-the-Wall**
$2,260
Shelves are sooo 20th-century. Save some space with the Media Marathoner All-on-the-Wall. Is there a practical reason to mount your TV on the wall? No. – but it looks cool! Complete with the latest Blu-ray player, flat screen television and surround sound system. Bring the best parts of cinema-going experience into your living room.

Fun: 3
Reliability: 5

**Botanical Bookends**
$50
Do you have a collection of unread books that you said you would read, but just never got around to it? Don’t let them go to waste - repurpose them for decorative use! Now you can look studious without even having to read a single word. That’s what I call true ingenuity!

Fun: 5

**Power Tower Bookcase**
$300
Space-saving and stylish, spacious storage. Wood polished finish makes this look elegant and put together for any type of lot style and taste. Its generous storage space accommodates all your necessities will suite... even those things you want nobody to see at a moment’s notice. This bookcase not only will safeguard your books, but also look good doing so.

Fun: 5

**Power Tower Dresser**
$500
If you need some drawers to store yours, you can’t go wrong with the Power Tower Dresser! With a minimalist and modern wood design, this dresser looks great in any bedroom and is guaranteed to keep all of your ugly sweaters out of sight!

Fun: 5

**Stubby Cubby Dresser**
$500
Contrary to popular belief, size really doesn’t matter. Despite it’s short stature, the Stubby Cubby offers ample space for all kinds of clothes and miscellaneous knick-knacks.

**Just A Little Peek - Door Solution**
$50
The perfect solution for those who value their privacy and also want to add a little intrigue in their lives. This door comes with ALMOST perfectly sized glass sections to give your visitors a sneak peek into your humble abode. A favorite of Welcome Wagons everywhere!
**Style Rooms**

- Tiny Living, Big Dreams: $5,309
- Downsize Den: $6,252
- Itty-Bitty Bathroom: $2,407
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Living Large in Tiny Homes!

Think big, build small. Get The Sims™ 4 Tiny Living Stuff Pack to create the tiny, comfy home of your Sims’ dreams, with a never-before-created residential lot type for tiny homes and stylish, space-saving furniture. Embrace comfort culture with CAS items that highlight your Sims’ cozy lifestyle, like comfy PJ’s and oversized cashmere sweaters.

- Build Your Small Space
- Maximize Your Mini
  - Keep It Cozy
  - Stay Snug in Style
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